The complement system, toll-like receptors and inflammasomes in host defense: three musketeers' one target.
The innate immune system-based recognition of the pathogens or their PAMPs initiates the pro-inflammatory immune response required for the maintenance of the homeostasis. The dysregulation of this innate immune response causes several diseases including sepsis, cancer and autoimmunity. However, pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) including toll-like receptors (TLRs), complement receptors (CRs) and NLRs of inflammasomes regulate both these processes of recognition of pathogens/PAMPs and their clearance. These three major components of the innate immune arm were studied independently/separately for a long time. Various studies have now shown that they work in close association and their crosstalk is required for the pathogen clearance via regulating the process of phagocytosis and mounting the controlled but potent immune response. The loss or inhibition of any of the three components affects the other in a positive/negative manner that can affect the immune process required for efficient host defense. The present review is designed to provide the current information on their evolution like the requirement of TLRs and inflammasomes for pathogen recognition even in the presence of complements system and their interaction during various immunological processes including phagocytosis, autophagy and inflammatory immune response.